
 

Vietnam is a favorite destination to a lot of Western travelers, yet it is still considered
foreign  to  many.  When  talking  about  long  haul  travels  to  Asia  from  Australasia,
Europe, or North America people often mention Japan, Taiwan, Thailand, Indonesia,
etc. 

Let ITS show you why Vietnam is the favorite destination for many inbound travelers. 

Already familiar with the destination? Stay tuned for our next newsletter to see what
has changed in Vietnam after inbound tourism resumed in March this year.



Unique Experiences

Vietnam is small is size but it is so abundant from geographical to cultural differences. No
matter where you go in the country, they are always distinctive in many shapes and forms.

Full Bellies, Full Hearts

What’s better than eating Vietnamese food in Vietnam?! Traveling to Vietnam means you are
guaranteed one of world’s best culinary experiences ranging from street food to fine dining.
Craft beer breweries are also getting more popular in addition to the infamous street “Bia
Hoi”. Your belly will be full of  delicious food. Your heart will be full of joy from not only the
experiences but also the people serving.

https://itsvietnam.com/indochina-tours/vietnam-food-tour-hanoi-halong-hoian-hue


Quality “Golf & Culture” Experiences

Vietnam has been a popular golf destination for many Asian travelers thanks to the
international direct flights network to the country. Yet it remains unexplored to a lot of
Western  golf  vacationers.  The  country’s  varied  weathers  allow  year-round  golfing
while its regional cultures make it the perfect golf-and-culture destination.

Visit  our website for helpful Vietnam travel info. Contact us today at  info@itsvietnam.com
and let us know how ITS can work with you to design the best Vietnam products.

Connect with ITS online.
Let us guide your inbound travel requirements as your Vietnam DMC!

Follow Us!
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